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pending timeline for our revaluation."
How well does the present Gen Ed
program meet students' needs? A "grab
bag of choices avail able for students", is
how PrcsidentAnthony J. Santoro sees the
current plan. Santoro would like to see a
more coherent and better assessed pro-
gram. " 1want to clearly add value to what
the students receive here," he said. "I think
that an educated person must have a very
broad background."
The initial proposal to add, among
other things, language and history require-
ments was developed by Loretta Shelton,
associate dean of Arts and Sciences. She
wrote-it at the request of Malcolm Forbes.
vice-president of academic affairs, and the
Deans' Council. It was designed by ad-
ministration to elicit discus sion among
faculty , according to Santoro . Shehan 's
report assessed the current program and
recommended a new one . "This is one
way (of meeting NEASC standard') not
the way:' said Shelton, responding ItJ criti-
cism that faculty expertise in Gcn Ed cur-
riculum matters had been ignored .
The University Curriculum Com-
mittce (UCC), composed of administra-
tion, appoin ted faculty and onc student
representative, has considered counter-
proposals by several faculty members to
be implemented for incoming students in -
the fall of 1995. The stated aim of all
proposals is to create a broader. more se-
quential, deeper, and more coherent pro-
gram that better meets students' needs.
People assume that students would tend to
cheat off smarter students. In reality though, these
individuals are directed more towards not gelling
the undeserved "A" but the average "c." "I don 't
make cheating a habit, but if I do cheat it is to pass
the class, not to get the highest grade :' confessed
one student. Students also tend to cheat more when
the courses are irrelevant to them, and when the
teacher makes cheating easy.
In classes offe red here at RWU, the passing
on of material used from previous years seems to
be the most popular fonn of cheat ing.
For example, in Western Civilizat ion classes ,
the maps bought for the course are exactly the same
ones used three and four years ago, and in turn are
continued on pg 5
Colleen Meagher
Staff Writer
An administrative plan to abandon
the current Gen Ed curriculum, and in-
corporate foreign language and a history
core. has some faculty scrambling to ere-
ate counter-proposals.
This comes as the Gen Ed program
is undergoing a major revision to meet the
New England Association of Schools and
Colleges' (NEASC) new standards for
accreditation. However , with a time con-
straint of less than a month, some faculty
expressed concern that they would be un-
able to submit their input. As of this
dale, coun ter-proposals and facultv
concerns have delayed approval of a new
Gen Ed structure.
"One of my biggest gripes was with
the process rather than the product," said
Literature faculty member. James
Tackach. " I think that especially a Gen
Ed program has to come from the ground
up, not from the top down. II should stan
with exactly what faculty members arc
doing now. A lot of faculty members saw
[Shelton's proposal] as being thrus t upon
them ."
How ever. the admin istration de-
fends its reasons for pressing these revi-
sions now. "What we arc doing fits right
into the pattern of what other institutions
are doing:' stated Malcolm Forbes. vice-
president of Academic Affairs. Many
schools are re-designing their General
Education curriculum to meet NEASe's
n~w standards, he said. "It really can 't
walt. because we are up against an tm-
I Decision stalled:
.GenEd revision
sparks debate
In an articl e on cheating in the August, 1994
issue of "Lingua Franca," Charlotte Allen wrote that
a freshman at the University of Michigan aced his
biology midtenn " with the help of a pencil, a pin and
a scantron electronic grading machine. This student
wen' through the standard procedure of fill ing in the
circles with his No.2 pencil. He cleverly worked out
a code that to him would beat the system when it was
put through the machine to be graded. The maste r-
mind freshman ended up pulling an "A" on the exam,
but Allen questioned, "if he cou ld devote that much
time to figuring out such an ingenious way to chea t,
why didn't he just study for the test?"
In today 's world , according to Allen, "The only
true distinction between students is not grades but
method s of attaining them."
The clock strikes, winter is here.
RWU to strengthen
recruitment efforts
Recently, a Biology teacher was forced to change
the format of his tests because of rampant cheating. Dr.
Holstein does not consider studying from his old tests
cheating, but draws the line when students bring the old
tests into class.
"I give the students the opportunity of trust and if
they choose to abuse it, in the long run, they' re only
abusing themselves," Holstein said .
Some stude nts view cheating as a fonn of suc-
cess. A method of beating the system or an easy way to
avoid studying when they cou ld be watching "Seinfeld"
instead.
Deirdre Wirtanen
Contributing Writer
Anne Christine Andrade
Contributing Writer
The letter you have been waiting for
finally arrived. The enclosure stated :
"After careful review and consideration
of your application, we are happy to an-
nounce your acceptance to the university."
But how did they come to choose
you , and how are they recruiting other
students like you?
A 1993 fall survey, reveal ing enroll-
ment management prac tices and their
importance to colleges, focused on enroll-
ment results. organizational structure, fi-
nancial aid, budget and staffing, planning,
recruitment. written communication and
a new area of inquiry - telecounseling.
Based on the survey. teleco unseling
was used by the majority of private and
four-year public schools for recruitment
purposes. Those using the telephone to
qualify their inquiry pools through
telecounseling are admissions staff. fac-
utty members and student volunteers .
All of the participants make up the top
percentage of work ing members of ad-
missions.
Fall enrollment for private four-
year colleges in the United States in-
creased by 8.2 percent in 1993. The
National Enrollment Management
Survey, conducted by Williams
Crockett, a cente r for enroll ment man-
agement, con firms that the "goal-set-
ting varied widely by type of institu-
tion and objectives desired, with no
goa l-setting at all in many cases."
At RWU, all recruitment proce-
dures "are being built stronger," ac-
co rding to Dave Melchar, dean of en-
rollment manageme nt.
The survey declared that the
majo rity of four-year private schools
set and achieved their goals for a num-
ber of new international students.
continued on pg 6
Academic honesty "falls out of fashion"
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T he Hawk' s Eye
Holiday Warning
,
tDTIO&9fl[ Dece mber 14
Early on the morning of December 7, an unidentified male physically
accosted a female RWU student outside the School of Business. Resident
students were informed of this incident by means of a December 9 memo
slid under the doors of dorm rooms or Almeida apartments. This memo,
encouraging cautiousness , was sent by Ed Shaw, Director of Security and
Karen Haskell, Dean of Srudents.
When questioned about the incident by an editor from The Hawk's
Eye , Shaw declined further comment and said the memo should "speak for
itself." We believe otherwise. In this case, the RWU community should
have been better informed.
Issuing warnings about campu s safety is best done in more systematic
ways. Chances are , a memo slipped under dorm room doors dur ing the
busiest part of the semester, will go unread. Moreover, some may mistake it
as an unimportant pizza coupon rather than an "Important Alert." And how
are the large percentage of off-campus students supposed to learn of these
incident s and take the proper precautions if they were not made aware?
The University has every reason to be concerned about this and simi -
lar incidents of campus crime. But the problem here is communication, or
lack of it. What better way to inform the entire university community of the
incident than by using multiple sources. Next time (and in this unsafe world
there will be a next time) we recommend warnings about student safety be
published on the electronic bulletin board, read as a class announcement,
and published in The Hawk's Eye along with distribution as a flyer. The
key here is that the administration needs to better its system of communi-
cating campus warnings.
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It has come to our attention that at 1:10am on
December 7, 1994, an unidentified male physically
accosted a female student outside the Business
Building. After a struggle the student broke away
and reached her residence hall safely.
This is a most unusual incident on our campus and
one we take very seriously. We are heightening out
security patrols and we urge you to use the Escort
Service and not walk alone. Walk in well lighted
areas.
Be sure to report any suspicious activities or indi-
viduals to Security at the HELP (4357) line.
We take pride in being a community where people
watch out for the welfare of others and we know
you will alert and take care of each other. .
Correction
We would like to apologize for the ar-
ticle, Tattoo You, in the May 3, 1994 issue of
The Hawk 's Eye. We regret any inconve-
nience or embarrassment this may have
caused Buddy's TattooShop in Newport, RI.
Buddy has been tattooing for 46 years and
was honored with the 1994Golden Achieve-
ment award by the National TattooAssocia-
tion.
Buddy's, for the very best in tattooing,
is located on 4 Marlborough St. in Newport.
Hawk's Eye Letter Policy
"
All letters should be dropped off at The Hawk's Eye office in the
lower student union by the Friday before the next publication date. Any
let ters subm itted after th is day may not be printed until the following
ISSue.
It is requested that letters be typed. Any grammatical errors in
the letter wiII be corrected before publication.
All letters must be signed. Anonymous letters will not be printed
in The Hawk 's Eye.
The writer should include his/her phone number, though the num-
ber will not be printed in 'the Hawk 's Eye.
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Reconsider library hours
Commentary
Mike Gleason
Staff Writer
When you think about it, the main
library of a university should allow ample
time for students to study and do research
in. Thi s may not be the case here at RWU.
Also, as the school expands, the caliber
of students is one the rise. So what? Well,
if this is the case then the administration
sho uld reconsider the library 's present
hours.
The hours , as of now. are Monday
through Thursday from 8:00 am until
midnight, Fridays from 8:00 am unlil4:10
pm, Saturdays from 10:00 am until 5:00
pm and then Sundays from noon until
midnight (the library will remain open
until midnight on Fridays until finals.)
This may be enough time for on-campus
residents but, what about commuter,
Almeida residents, and Continuing Edu-
cation students? Ifthe library closes early
on Fridays and Saturdays, as well as open-
ing late on Sundays, what good is that for
people with obligations such as families,
full time jobs or internships?
What about students who would
rather study on Friday even ing rather than
party? They have the very right to plug
away as much as anyone else does.
But, the library hours could be what
they are for such reasons; One being that
not everyone studies there and not every-
one is satisfied with the amount of booksI
book selection at the library. Commuter
and library work- study empl oyee Donna
Cabral pointed out that "we do n' t have a
very good selection of books." For one
class, she also noted . she needed 25 or so
books for a research project and all of
them were obtained through the inter-li-
brary loan system. Cabral also com-
mented on that some of the chai rs in the
library were not comfortable and that
could be an incentive to keep students
away.
Cabral and senior Bill Woodhull
said that keeping the library open until
midnight on Friday and Saturdays would
be a bad idea.
They also pointed out that the ma-
jority of the people usinz the 24-hour
study room were the role playing (i.e .
Dungeons & Dragons) enthusiasts . Aside
from that, an average of five people use it
before finals and "crunch" time.
Reference/Information librar ian
Larry Fein pointed out that this time of
the semester is the library's busiest. He
estim ated that only during the beginning
of the semester is the reference section
seldom used . Fein noted that if there is
not available reference librarian then there
is always the computer term inals nearby.
"Friday afternoon s are whe n stu-
dents are trying to get away ," Fein sa id.
Sophomores JeffMilene and Jason
Sini scachi are both psychology majors
and found the infonnation to be out dated
in their areas of study. Jason found that
there are two kinds of students on cam-
pus: those who care and those who don't.
Those that do study intensely arc angry
about the library hours.
He and two other friends hate the
idea that the library is closed on Friday
nights. "At a place of higher education ,
we should be ab le to spend lime in the
library."
" I believe that if I have no where
else to go on a Friday then I will go to
the library," he continued.
Furthermore, I vis ited a college
that a fr iend of mine attended before
transferring to RWU. The first place we
went was the library just to prove a point.
Once we were in the building I was
amazed. There were actually students
plugging away on a Friday night. And,
hell , they seemed to be content with get-
ting a few extra notes before going out
to night club s or David Letterman.
But wait. it gets more bizarre . Last
Friday 1 was fight outside the Student
Union about to eat dinner when I could
not help but over hear a Freshman com-
ment on the library being closed at this
hour. On a Friday no less.
It occurred to me that this minor-
ity of students who are willing to take a
look at the inside of a text book before
David Letterman 's Friday Night Viewer
Mail ought to be recogni zed. If I felt in-
clined to be prod uct ive on a Friday I
would be pretty ticked if the admini stra-
tion brushed me aside becau se the ma-
jority of people on campus are letting
their hair down . Not that I am aga inst
part ying. So what's the moral of the
story? If you are part of the minority of
work-alcoholics you ought to bepetition-
ing the administration for an extension of
library hours on Friday and Saturd ay eve-
nings.
Courtesy of the Bristol Phoenix
Nuvember 17, 1994
Editorial
Signals from Roger Will iams
Univ ersity have bee n mixed over the
past year or so.
Last year, the uni versity opened
the first law school in Rhode Island ,
which created much good wiII and an
excellent resource but also cost a lot of
money .
Last summer, the adm inistration
forced out the chief fund-ra iser, the
dean of the busine ss school and the di-
rector of public relat ions in the course
of a restructur ing. One of the problems
appeared to be that the schoo l contin-
ued to rely too heav ily on tuit ion and
was not raising enough mone y from
other so urces, suc h as alumni and
grants.
Now, apparently as part of a con-
tinued restructuring, the school will be
adding 400 more undergraduate living
spaces and building several additions.
In the course of review ing the
town 's zoning code next year, the idea
for a special "college zone" will prob -
ably be revisited . It is hoped that con-
crete infonnation can bediscussed (hen.
including: How solid are the schoo l's
finances? What data supports this type
of expansion? What is the ideal finan-
c ial arrangement between the univer-
sity and the town ?
More and more, the future o f
Bristol and Roger Williams University
are intertw ined. These mutual Interests
can only be strengthened by open and
honest dialogue between thc two par-
ties.
Letter to the editor
Students speaks out on gen ed
I would like to express my views pertaining to the University Curriculum Co m-
mittee meetings that have occurred ove r the last five weeks. As the only student
committee member present at the meetings I feel morally obligated to address the
student body.
My experiences as a member of the V .C.c., thus far, have provided me many
insights into education . Before deliberations about general education began. my
motivation to learn about education has only brought me to read a couple books
(Schools Without Failure by William Glasser and Summerhill by A.S. Neill, both
interesting works) and attend educational psychology classes freshman year. With
that in mind. it is eas y to imagine the limits of the educational expe riences. My
ability to critically debate over different educational models is, without question. Iack-
ing in comparison to those aro und me at V.C.C. meet ings ; however. peop le hear me
when I speak.
Since my ability to cri tically analyze educat ion is lacking. I will not attempt
rationalizations ofdifferent educational models. Instea d I will tell you of my thoughts
regard ing genera l education. The primary focus of an instituti on for highe r learn ing
should be to instill academic excellence by creating an active collegiate environment.
When an institution is unable to deliver a challenging academic setting, students are
less likely to realize their potential. It is crucial for young adults striving for indepen-
dence to visualize life's avenues and possibilities. An oppressed academic setting
does not create enlightened personalities capable of leading society into the future;
conversely, it may produce a highly impressionable personality which lacks initia-
tive .
In 1985 Roger Williams lacked initiative to deliver a credible liberal arts sel-
ling . Al the time, the school was put on "rev iew warning status" by the New England
Association of Schools and ' Colleges to later be lifted in 1988. Even though the
school was relieved of " review academic status" the NEASC committee. in reference
to general education, still found quirks and advised, "The college should consider
experimenting with different approaches". Has the school experimented with differ-
ent approaches? I am not sure. but I can tell you this , six years have passed and
general education has not been an issue of immediate concern. Since I have attended.
'1 don't recall faculty members congregating 10 discu ss the possib ilities of general
education at Roger Williams University. Sudden ly the schools trends have changed
and now everyone is in a frenzy over the debates surrounding general education.
It is now apparent general educ ation has become a concern. If you would like
to gain additional insights into any of the general education proposals I suggest you
visit the library where copies are avail able for reference or talk it up with profes sors.
Mark J. Stachowicz
Classifieds
For all Desktop publishing needs
laser-printed resumes' $20-reports!papers by page
Call At Your Fingertips: Alicia (508) 252-5884
Fax (508) 252-6232
TYPING WORDPROCESS ING
Laser-Printed Disc Storage-!O% Student Discount
Secretarial Concepts 245-3535
SPRING BREAK '95
Sell trips, Earn cash & Go free!!!
Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus representives. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Cancun, Daytona, & Panama City Beach.
Call(800) 648-4849.
SPRING BREAK '95
America's #1 Spring Break Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn highest commis-
sions!
(800) 32-TRAVEL.
TRAVEL ·FREE
to Cancun, Nassau, Jamaica&South Padre Island.
Spring Break with Sun Bound Vacations. Organize a
small group
of 15 as a College Rep. Call (800)-4-SUN-BOUND for
details.
Wanted!!!
Individual, Student organizations and small groups
to Promote SPRING BREAK '95 . Earn substantial
MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. Call the Nation's Leader
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS (800)327-6013 .
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Shelton's First
Proposal
This proposal, which drew
inilial faculty criticism, suggests
five major components:
'Four-course skills se
quence: two writing, one
math and one speech
'Two-semester foreign
language sequence
'Two-semester lab
science sequence
'Four-course core: three
history courses and one
human values course
'One "Capstone" course,
unique to each major.
continued on pg. 5
combines it with a choice of choice of one
oftwo available course tracks and finishes
with a "Capstone Course". The total num-
ber of courses is 14 (13 if the student mi-
nors in science). Shelton thinks this plan
is "a compromise, but we haven 't thrown
away what we started with ." Although
she strongly favors a core structure,
Shelton believes this is a positive move .
"I think we're reaching a juncture where
the compromise is really a combination
of ideas coming together."
see Shelton and Gould
Their core curriculum is structured,
but provides students with the freedom
to select their minor or foreign language,
said Shelton. Even students who choose
to study a language could get a minor, she
or
'A foreign language (4 courses)
Category Ill: Capstone Course
-A course unique to each minor
Shelton and Gould's Proposal
Category I: The Core Requirement
-Three skills courses: two writing and one math course
-Two courses in one science discipline
-One course in History; Literature and
Philosophy; Social Sciences; and Fine Arts.
Category II: Course-tracts
-A minor in any Arts and Sciences discipline (four courses,
three in science)
what's out there ."
The consequence, Shelton feels, of
not having a core structure, will be a lack
of community among students. "I dearly
want a common experience," she said. "It
could make a difference to students first
years and their lives and our lives as teach-
ers as well."
Some say faculty will be iii-pre-
pared if they teach outside their disci-
plines. Shelton says that will not happen
if her first proposal is implemented.
In addition, facuity members want
to know how any plan will meet their stu-
dents ' needs better than the current one.
Engineering students need technical writ-
ing, said Louis Swiczewicz, an Engineer-
ing faculty member. He questioned how
they would
have the room F" ---,
for that course
if it was not
incorporated
into their Gen
Ed program.
In re-
sponse to fac-
ulty concerns,
Shelton and
Gould created
a new Gen Ed
plan. Their
structure
takes a core L -:- --:-_---; -::-_----'
component ,
evaluation of Gen Ed. "I question
whether or not the present program really
does afford a great deal of choice," she
said. "Students want particular courses.
Students are not
able to get the
courses fre-
quently and part
of that is because,
if the number of
choices is in-
creased , it de-
creases the num-
ber of sections
Lot" courses of-
fered]. "
, "I think a
core structure is
better," said Tara
M cGarvey,
sophomore His-
tory major.
"With a core,
classes will im-
prove for stu-
dents. There will
be a middle ground . Students will have
to take it and like it, and teachers will have
to teach to respond better to students'
needs."
Not everyone. agrees. "1 like the
choice of so many selections," said Lynn
Decker, an undecided freshman. "The
choices are helping me decide. History
courses wouldn't give me a chance to see
continued from front
and have it in place by the next accredita-
tion visit in October 1995. About 10 pro-
posals have been pre-
sented to the VCe.
They range from one
to 35 pages. The
UCC is now seri-
ously considering
three of the se. The
proposal by Shelton,
one by Shelton and
Mark Gould, dean of
the College of Arts
and Sciences , and an-
other by Marilynn
Mair, Arts and Sci-
ence faculty member,
Richard Potter. So-
cial Science faculty
member, and
Michael Swanson,
school of Architec-
ture faculty member,
represent substantial
review and change to
Gcn Ed.
See Shelton's Proposal
"The instructors would agree upon
a skeleton core of content and skill that
they would want to teach," she said. "The
rest of the course would be shaped by the
instructor." )
Shelton admitted that no one had
ever done any formal, person by person
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At Theatres Soon
"
Welcome RWU Students,
to BRISTOL BAGEL WORKS
a New & Exciting Bagel Shop.
Where we make ourown bagels from
scratch daily! Come and smell the
pleasant aroma offreshly baked bagels &
enjoy ourdeli sandwiches made from
Boars Head meats, We also have chicken, tuna &
seafood sandwiches made from Willow Tree, as well
as freshly ground Gourmet Coffee and soups
Come on down, we areon the bus route..
The Browne family.
420 HOPE ST., BRISTOL
Open 6:30am -3pm Daily
Sunday 6:30am - lpm
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Faculty argue over gen ed curriculum
The Potter-Swanson-Mair Proposal
-Five semesters of skills courses (17 cr.), Composi
tion I & II with labs, History I & II, and mathematics
-One semester Social Analysis introduction (3
cr.), Anthropology I, or Economics I, or Sociology
I, or Political Studies I
-Two semester Laboratory SCience Sequence (8
cr.), Biology I & II, or Chemistry I & II, or En
vironmental Chemistry I & II, or Physics I & II
-Two semester Fine Arts Sequence (6 cr.), Art!
Architecture I & II, or Music I & II, or Theater I & II
-Two semester Humanities sequence (6 cr.), Language
I & II, or Literature I & II, or Philosophy I & II
-One semester Integrative Seminar (3 cr.)
continuedfrom pg 4
explains. by using electives. Students
who choose a minorcould get an addi-
tional minorby using electives.
Some students could also double
major under the Shelton-Gould plan .
"This significantly increases students'
options andenriches theirtranscripts,"
Shelton sa id. Students who do not
choose a second minor or double ma-
jor will also gain. "They can experi-
men t broadly, and at the same time ac-
complish a minorand a major."
The faculty in eac h department
will develop the course, insuring a
nucleus of com mon content, said
Shelton. As with her first proposal,
"there is structure in the nucleusand a
real degree of flexibil ity." Each in-
structor shapes the remainder of the
course.
A rival proposal by Mair, Potter,
andSwanson differsfrom theothertwo
and creates a program that , they say,
also meets NEASe standards .The plan
calls for 13 cou rses, the current Gen Ed
number.
Mair thinks Gen Ed is very im-
portant because it requires students to
study outside of their major. Shelton's
document erases thebenefits of current
program, she believes. "1 didn 't see
why we were just going to throw out
the whole program and start again, it
just didn't seem logical ," Mair said.
"The Gen Ed program exposes
you to areasyou're not aware of," said
student George Chams. "SometilJles
thesubject canbe interestingandsome-
times it can be boring, butthe program
is good for students who haven't de-
cided on theirmajor."
Potter and Swanson shared many
of the sameconcerns as Mair, she said.
"We compiled our ideas and the ideas
of the other faculty members and speak
to the faculty concerns that what has
been [originally] proposed by Loretta
Shelton is not a good replacement for
the Gen Ed program," she said .
See Potter-Swanson-Mair
The first semester focuses on
the disciplines' skill s. The second se-
mesterfocuses on the applicationof the
skills, accord ing to the proposal.
Mair disagrees with the structure of
Shelton 's original plan . "I think [Shelton]
is very sincere in her writing of her pro-
posal, but her plan takes the responsibil-
ity on the students' education away from
them ," said Mair, "which I think is a high
school approach. The ability to choose
and take responsibil ity for those choice s
is an essential quality of an educated per-
son."
Mair admits that they have not had
the opportunity to gather much faculty
input. The proposal was purposely left
unstructured in areas the v did not know
well, she said. "There needs to be a lot
more faculty input." There has not been
time for a formal survey of the faculty,
she said. Mair, Swanson, and Potter for-
mulated the proposal in one week. "We
were caught by surpri se by the recommen-
dat ion to scrap the whole Gen Ed pro-
gram. Most of us are working with very
little time ."
She was surpri sed that Gen Ed fac-
ulty were not asked for their input before
Shelton's plan was presented to the uee.
"When I heard that Loretta was charged
with assessing this program, I figured it
would be an assessment from the faculty,
I didn't know it was going to be a one
person assessment."Mairsaid. "Iwasdis-
appointed that the faculty that have been
in thetrenches withthis program werenot
asked forsome input. I'm not sure why.
It would have been a better assessment."
Assessing students' benefits is an-
other faculty concern . T he Potter-
Swanson-Mair Plancan be assessed by a
pre-test s and post-tests for the skills
course s and integr ative se mi nar.
Shelton's planuses common exit exams.
Introduction to Speech Communi-
cations is el iminated from the Po ue r-
Swanson-Mair Plan and the Shelton-
Gould proposal as well. "It was a com-
promise because of doing the eight cred-
its of composition rather than six credits
of writine and three credits of speech."
sa id Mair 01her group 's proposal . There
is a spea king component to all level I
courses, she said.
However. ata UCCmeeting,David
Melchar, dean of enrollment manage-
ment. asked Mairwhere students would
learn how to compose such speeches.
Mair responded, "I'm not sure , hope fully
from the facul ty member."
Wait a minute. Criteria 4.19 of
NEASC's accreditation standards states,
among other things. "graduates success-
fully co mpleting an undergraduate pro-
gram demonstrate competence in written
andoral communication in English..."
This issue bothered Engineering's
Swiczewicz. "When alumni came back
andwere askedwhatexperience that they
had that has been the most useful for them,
most of the alumni indicated that Intro.
to Speech Communications was a very
important skill that they acqu ired, " said
Swiczewicz, "I'm notquitesurethat hav-
ingastudent do a speech in aclass is quite
the same as actually requiring a full se-
mester courseof study."
"Drop ping speech is a horrible
idea," sai d sop homore McGarvey.
"There's a lot of people who don't have
that experience. It's important, a whole
semester of learn ing how to speak. As
easy as it was for me, for some its not.
We should always have that background."
PARLEZ-VOUS
FRAN<;AIS?
PresidentSantoro's stateddesire for
a foreign language offeringwould be one
of the biggest changes in an y Ge n Ed
makeover, and it's present in all three
structures. "Many parents, students and
« faculty, haveexpressed reservations about
the relevance of a program thatdoes not
include languages," said Santoro.
Students wereoffered the chance to
include languages in their programs th is
semester. Fourcourses were offered. ac-
cording to Judy Borden, registration co-
ordinator. Onestudentregistered forItal-
ian I.one forPortuguese I, two for Freneh
I and eight for Spani sh I. All were can-
celed due to lack of enrollment . There
does notseem to be a lot of student inter-
est for these courses. Borden said.
Learning a language, Santoro and
Shelton feel, will make students more
competitive in the job market. "In light
of the way the world is shrinking, every-
one oughtto be able to communicate in a
language other than their own nati ve
tongue," said Santoro. Mair also
thinks language is important. but. unlike
Shelton, is unsure about making it a re-
quirement. "1 think students should be
ableto takea yearoflanguage here. that's
part of what a university should beo ffer-
ing," she said.
There arcmany problems with the
current plan and withimplementing a new
one, said Mair. "But those need to be
solved creatively," she believes. "We
need to always keep the educational qual-
ity of the program foremost in our think-
ing as we solve them."
Cheating: A matter of trust
continued from front
easy to get a hold of.
Some would see this as cheating
their way to the tnp . Others figure if
they did the work themse lves it would
turn out the same way. The answer of
savingtimeandcopyingsomeoneelse's
work paying off in the long run lies on
the student's conscience.
As far as cheating goes on the
mapassignment inJoshuaStein's West-
ernCivilization classes, he hasn't seen
it happen.
" In my classes, I want to be able
to trust my students: ' says Stein.
In cases in which Stein has sus- .
peeted cheating, he handles the situa-
tion by giving the individual involved
the benefit of the doubt. If a student
cheated on a test, Stein said he would
give the individual a retake of a harder
test.
If Stein suspects a student of pla-
giarizing a pap er, he has the student bring
in the material he or she used. Then he
gives the plag iarist a chance to redo the
paper.
"I like and suppo rt the idea of an
honor code in my classes. If anything, it
sho uld help to build the bond between
teachers and students," adds Stein.
Plagiarism, also a fo rm of cheating,
occurs often inclasses where term papers
or essays are assigned.
In some Critical Writing classes.
students have admitted to using other
people's papers as their own. Many ac-
tually have copied pages of information
out of books, and have passed them in as
theirown work. Teacherswhohavecorne
across students who cheat or plagiarize
choose to handle the situation in theirown
way.
"I make students aware in the syl-
labus that if plagiarism occurs, then they
will flunk the course ," sa id Robert
McRoberts, a Creative Writing teacher.
Mark Gould, Dean of Arts and Sci-
ences says, "Unfortunate ly cheating does
occur, but hope fully we will see less and
less of it."
Dean Gould chooses to handle this
situation privately with the individual or
individuals involved.
"Ibelieve we all makemistakes and
hnpefull y we learn from our mista kes,"
he added .
It is est imated in the "Lingua
Franca" August, 1994 issue that "60 to
80 percent of college students admit, as
they did dur ing the Si xties and Seventies,
to having fudged an exam, termpaper, or
problem set at least once during their four
years."
A basic survey done at RWU re-
vealed that most students cheat when they
haven't studied or have no knowledge of
the material , as opposed to when they do
study and know what they are being tested
on. Most students surveyed say that it
does not occuron a regularbasis.
IfRWU co nsidered establishing an
honor code it may decrease the urge of
many studentsto cheat. if they weremade
aware of the consequences for their ac-
tions. Then again, says Allen's article.
"Refraining from academic dishonesty
requires adhering to the principle of vir-
tue for its own sake, a principle that is
out of fashion."
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Recruitment:The backbone of RWU
continued from fron t
transfer students, students with spec ial
non-academic talent and students receiv-
ing financial aid . As a result. the major-
ity of admiss ions office budgets at four-
year private schools increased between
one and four percent. While RWU offi-
cials say enrollment is up, they declined
to gi ve a specific percenta ge.
When it came to written communi-
cation strategy. private four-year colleges
re lied heavily on direct-mail, with the
greatest percentage ha ving sent three
pieces before any application and eight
or more after application.
As with these institutions, RWU's
dire ct-mail effort is for the purpose of try-
ing to uphold an ident ity. Con sider US "3
small university but, with a large variety: '
stated Bill Galloway, Director of Admis-
srons,
"That means we're serving the kind
of student we should be. We are the big-
little university. RWU is not exclusive
and it's not looking to change its way of
being ...just improve, beginning with the
present status of the campus community."
sa id Galloway.
The first step is already underway
with a "conditional" acceptance of stu-
dents who may have SAT scores less than
a combined of 800 . It is being developed
into a summer workshop for accepted stu-
dents who have a weakness in one or more
subjects. In order for the "c onditional"
accepted studen t to become a fully-en-
rolled RWU freshman, he/she must pass
the summer program. According to the
admissions dep art ment and sta ff , th is
work shop is expected to "enhance" re-
cru itment procedure s and defin itely result
in success for the univers ity. Vice Presi-
dent Malc olm Forbes states that the con-
ditional program will be benefic ial for the
entire community, "because student defi-
ciencies will be corrected .and this will
become a very positive experience for all,
and it will surely build on itself."
At RWU, the promise made to in-
co rning students regarding program s of-
fered and what the university provides to
its 2,200-student community is not meant
to mislead anyone prior to enrolling, ac-
cording to Forbes.
"The implied promise," stated Gal-
loway, "is that the overall importance is
the student. RWU faculty and staff is here
to serve, not nurture ."
The recruitment process is a year-
round effort for both faculty and students.
Aside from the bas ic recruitment strate-
gies , 85 percent of the returning student
popul ation has helped to hring about a
very good two years for RWU.
'There still is compet ition for the
univer sity," stated Galloway, "but. where
the selectivity begin s the university must
have the abi lity 10 succeed and that in-
cludes the acceptance of our diverse stu-
dent body."
The main recrui tment marke ts for
RWU co nsist of Co nnectic ut, Maine.
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, Verm ont , New Jersey, New York
and Pennsyvania. Other colleges across
the U.S. consider high school visits in
these primary markets, and consider col-
lege day and night programs including
campus visits to be most effective for pro-
spective students.
RW U, however, stands firmly
behins the following strategies:
• Hosting campus visit days
• High school visits in primary mar1<
ets
• Offering scholarships
• Promotional publications
• Part icipating in college day and
night programs
• Using current students in recruiting
• Providing a toll-free telephone numb
er
• Making post-inquiry contacts
• Telecounseling
• Hosting visit day for high school
counselors.
According to the admissions de-
partment, RWU has a great image build-
ing year after year. Galloway confirmed
that there is se lectivity just as at any other
co llege but, "here at RWU the selectivity
depends on the student and the program
chosen."
There is a stronger selectivity with
subjects such as architecture. business and
certain law program s. However. the at-
tenti on given 10 these applicants is no
more than what is devoted to all others.
declared or undecl ared . acco rding to Gal-
loway.
Recruitment procedures require the
transition from three cycles:
Stage one begin s in the ear ly fall ,
when an interest in the school builds and
visibility is established. Stage two devel-
ops into the search and apply period for
students followed by the yield period,
when accepted students decide if RWU
is the right choice,
"RWU is a personalized college that
deals with the individual," stated Melchar.
Every single student offered admission to
the university has a record , through their
achievements in their community and/or
high school, that indicate s (to RWU) that
they can do the work.
A new and different beginning for
both faculty and students is carried
through year after year at RWU. The re-
cruitment process is the backbone of the
univer sity which keeps working, promis-
ing and building a great image for years
to come.
"This is a hot school," stated Gal-
loway, "few notice that the university is
growing and progressing into a better in-
stitution of higher education that has also
become horne for many."
Melchar concluded by stating that
in order to strengthen and better the uni-
versity enrollment, it takes the hard work
and dedicat ion of not only the pres ident.
faculty, staff and students but, begins with
the adm issions department . the base of
RWU'srecruitment system.
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The internet. The 90's buzzword,
prototype for the information superhigh-
way has its uses, mis uses and exciting
features. You C3n do research for a paper
on Shakespear e, or get X-rated pictures,
or find out how to make LSD. Inform a-
tio n is plenti ful on the 'net, and remem-
ber information is power. The internet is
hardly new but steadily growing, its ac-
tual number of users is hard to determine
but its est imated that over 3.2 million
computers are connected directly to it,
serving an approximate 10 million users
with e-mail addresses . The actual num-
ber is hard to determine because one ma-
chine connected to the internet can have
hundreds of people connected to it.
The Internet has a number of
groovyapplications. Using it, youcan cor-
respond with friends via e-mail, access
gigabytes of computer software, sounds
and graphics, log on to computers in other
parts of the world and with the proper
so ftware and connection , zip around
cyberspac e with a graphica l po int and
click interface.
~-+"!' )\,.,
One of the basic ways to use the
intern et is e-mail to send a message just
like a letter, but quicker and free here at
RWU. Today, everyone has an e-mail
address. For example, the President of the
United Sta te s takes h is mail a t
pre sident@whitehouse.gov. I take min e
at duber @ids.net. Most businesses have
e-mail or are gell ing it and many news-
papers li ke th e Boston Globe a t
news @globe.com and the television sta-
tions and shows like Dateline NBC at
dateline @nbc.com also use e-mail for
viewer feedback.
If you are a student at RWU, your
e-mail address is first initial last initia1.last
four d igi ts of yo ur so c ia l sec uri ty
number@acc.rwu .edu
Another aspect of the world of e-
mail are listservers. By sending a short
e-mail message containing in the body of
the message subscribe <your name> and
that' s it. Soon your mailbox will receive
automatic messages from the list of your
choice. Onc such lisl called Strek-L is a
dis cussion o f Star Trek. Another, The
Hockey-L list is a discussion of college
hockey including scores and news. To get
David Letterman 's Late Show Top Ten
lists sub scribe to the list TO P-TEN or get
wired with Wired magazines maili ng list
hotflash. Mandatory to keep up with all
that is On Line. To subscribe to it send e-
mail to info-rama@wired .com with the
message "s ubscribe hotflash" in the body
of the message .
'f'i/E. l/};/E.tlJE'f
Use net Newsgroups are one of the
hot spots of the internet. All you need is
a connection to a place that offers access
to them . Sorry to say, RWU does not sup-
ply students with this spicy internet re-
source. Newsgroups, as they're called,
are message forums that are divided into
topics with each message called a "post"
and replies lo that message called a
"thread." Topics on Use net newsgroups
can be just about anything and can be
outrageous.
Talk about PC computers on
comp.sys.ibm .pe .hardware, or Macs on
comp.sys .mac .hardware, or philosophy
on talk .philosophy.misc. Som e of the
most unique areas are the alternative
news groups where often anything goes.
Some o f the most popular include
alt.sex.stories with an estima ted 500,000
readers and alt .binare s.picturcs.erotica
with 450,000 reade rs and thousand s of X
rated co pyright violations. Other topics
on th e Usenet inc lude j obs on
misc.jobs.offered to the truly wacky like
alt.alien,visitors or alt.use net.kooks.
The alternative newsgro ups can be
entertaining, often with a twisted sense
of humor. News group name s are inter-
esting too : some use the ex ten s ion
.die.die.die to beat something to death like
in alt.ensign .wesley.die.die .die where us-
ers routinely put Star Trek: The Ne xt
Generation's spunky Wesley Crusher to
death. Alt .binares.pictures.tasteless has
unbelievably gro ss stuff, pictures that
would mak e a pimp blush, and reminds
you-that the internet is a free place for the
most part wher e anything goes. Another
place that is uniqu e is alt.drugs with reci-
pes for homemade LSD or discussions on
drinking bong water. RWU studenls may
like Alt.flame. roommate with roommate
from hell storie s, or alt .drunken.bastard
with discussions of the qualities of Busch
beer or "fin als, wimin , and beer" ,
1JIi0I~, f/~If"J11tfi 4;.()l)tllt:.~
The internet has many other excel-
lent resources that are valuable in educa-
tion and research. Just abo ut every library
in the United States is on-line. Using tools
like Telnet, you can log on to The Boston
library consort ium that has access to the
libr ar ies of BC, BU, Br ande is, MI T,
Northeastern Univers ity, Tufts, Welle sly,
UMass/Amherst, the Boston Pu blic li-
brary and the State Library of Massachu -
setts. Tel net to Iibrary.ox .ac .uk to gel on
Oxford University 's Library system or try
Dartmouth, where the full text of
Shakespeare's plays and sonnets are on-
line . You can gel on the Library of Con-
gress at locis.loc.gov or try The St. George
Directory a list of other libraries and da-
tabases on-line.
Using File Transfer Prolocol(FfP)
you can grab files over the net. RWU 's
Data General can do this 10, by connect-
ing to another computer you can copy files
from that system to a directory on your
computer. One of the great things on the
net is available via Anonymous FfP, try
MRCNEXT.CSO.UIUC .EDU where you
reach Project Gutenberg, an effort to make
as many texts of clas sic literature avail-
able on line . The project hope s to have
10,000 titles on line before the year 2000,
but now you can get Moby Dick, Rogets
Thesaurus. Peter Pan and more. To find
out mo re ab out thi s, p ick up the
instuctions from the ACe .
TII~ Wl)rr,\~t> Wlht:. W'fi:.t
The World Wide Web is thc wave
of the future, not the text-only version
available at RWU, a lthough it is useful.
Get your Macintosh or Windows machine
on the net using Mosa ic or another
WWW browser. Mosaic gives you im-
ages. sound and sometimes video in ad-
dit ion to text and is one of the coolest
things happening on-line now.
Using Mosaic created by The Na-
tional Center for Supercomputing Appli-
cations at the Universi ty of Illin ois at
Urbana-Champaig n you can cut throu gh
the co mplica ted commands needed in
other methods of on line resources. Mo-
saic and oth er s like it use a language
called Hypertext markup language to ere-
a te links between documents on the
WWW.
Us ing Mosaic you c an explore
cyberspace with a graphical point and
click interface . Links as they are called
are highlighted and with a mouse cl ick
send you to another document. MIT has
7
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thei r newspaper The Tech on line, with
ar ticles from the print vers ion and other
news sources . Pictures are also included
available for anyone in the world to pe-
ruse.
Remem ber over the sum mer when
the Cornel Shoemaker-Levy struck Jup i-
ter, using Mosaic you can view images
cul led from telescope s and satellites from
around the world. Using the web you can
get traffic reports from Cal ifornia or take
an elect ron ic tour of Th e Museum of
Natural Hi story and Corm ack Plan-
etarium at Roger Williams Park . Wired
Magazine has started its own service us-
ing the WWW offering different goodies
then in the maga zine, and links to other
stuff. At Cambridge University if you are
a member of the coffee club you can view
a picture of the Trojan room coffee ma-
chine. where every second a frame of
video is captured by a camera pointed at
the coffee pot, you 're able to see how
much coffee is in it.
The WWW is also pioneering the
way art will beviewed in the future at The
Internet Arts Museu m for frce(IAMfree ).
Providing on-line work s of art in differ-
ent forms music, photgoraphy, video/film,
com puter art and literature downl oadabl e
and free .
Also on the WWW is the Internet
Unde rground Mu sic Arc hive recently
show on MTV news. Thi s page on the
WWW is "The net 's first free hi-fi music
archive." Bands such as Ahernet So nic
Realities, GWAR, Harbor, Relentless Pur-
suit and Son of Beserk ley have had their
songs digitized and available to be down-
loaded and listened to . You can search
their archives by arti st, label, location, or
song title . The files are digitized and are
CD quality , but the files are huge and take
a long time (Q download.
Overall, the internet is a extremely
useful resource for research and enjoy-
ment. No other form of co mmunication
is as powe rful and full off poss ibilities.
The internet can he considered the baby
brother of the new information supe rhigh-
way, the groundwork of the netwo rk and
the techn ologies being used and tested
today will have impact on how we co m-
municate , retrieve information , shop,
work and live in the future.
GETTING ON TIlE NET
Using modems and computers to
get on the net can be tricky but her is a
quick guide
1. Vou need a computer
Macintosh or PC· software is
availble for both
2. You need a modem
The faster the better, for Mosaic
28.8 would be nice but 14.4 will do
3.A connection to use mosiaic with
a modem you need a connection calledSU
IP or serial line internet protocol
IDS in W,Grewich at 884-9002 with
your modem. For others seek out a file
called PDIAL,TXT for a listing ofinlemet
providers
4, Software
First you need bascic communica-
tions software such as Microphone for
Mac's or Procomm for PC's. To use
MOOacon a PC you need a Program called
Trumpet Winsock and the Mosa ic soft-
ware which is available on many en-line
services and BRS's. Mosiac is also avail-
able by anonymous FTP at
ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu.
For Macitoish you need a control
panel called MacTCP available witb sys-
tem 7.5 or from Apple,
To get the latest info on gettinghooked upto me
net send e-mail to in!of'rlTM@w;red.com containing the
line"send geniag.wired"inn the bodyof the message,The
file willbe sent to you automaticlyvia e-mail.
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"You've just gotta kick back with
some tunes and the mind-altering
substance of your choice,"
Amy Pfeiffer
JUnior
"I make a run for the border,"
Ian Stover
senior
"Prior planning prevents
poor performance,"
Dino Verrelli
junior
" I make sure I don 't leave anything
til' the last minute and I leave time
for relaxation,"
Melissa Schwartz
senior
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"Play beer die,"
Tim Lawler
senior
"I use herbal remedies,"
Kristen Sawyer
HOW
of
Andrea Cecca
Staff Writer
do you
semester
,
with end
Stress-the importance or significance attached to
a thing
Translation-pressure, burden, frustration, strain
What do students do to avoid stress during finals?
Well, according to various students from different ma-
jors, many practical methods can be used to avoid the
stress during the end of the semester crunch.
Senior Pat Gloss, an English major advises put-
ting aside plenty of time so studying is accomplished
and the pressure of too little time is avoided.
"Be able to know how much time it's going to take
you to study for a final, plan some relaxation time for
yourself and start early," Gloss said . "Figure out what
the hardest tests are and study for those first."
Gloss also suggests finding a certain way to study
and following your pattern.
Freshman Tara Giouard, an accounting major, says
she plans on making a list and following it through until
all of her studying is done .
"On my calendar I will mark each day I have an
exam or a paper due," Giouard said. She believes orga-
nization can help in reducing stress.
Junior Joel Goldstein, a psychology major feels
that time away from studying will lessen the burden of
stress.
"I take a break from my work and hang out with
my friends," Goldstein said .
According to Romelyn Woodruff, an RWU coun-
selor, organizing your priorities and making time for
relaxation are very important.
"Students can come here , it helps to talk to some-
one about what you have to do ," Woodruff said . "The
main thing is, if you feel overwhelmed then write it down
because if it's in your head, it seems more overwhelm-
ing," Woodruff said.
Woodruff also suggests sleep and time away from
studying. "It's really important to have sleep or to exer-
cise between studying; this way you will rejuvenate your
mind so your attention span is sharper," Woodruff said .
Also, the Academic Resource Center can help
stressed students as well as students who are learning
disabled.
"I encourage anyone who is stressed out to come
and see me and we'll talk about what is happening,"
Gillin said. "We can also help learning disabled students
by having them take their final exams in here instead of
the classroom."
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Test anxiety. It happens in everyone' s scariest re-
curring dream: the profe ssor hands out a test. You leaf
through it, and none ofthe questions looks fami liar. Your
mouth goes dry, your heart races , your palms drip with
sweat.
It's always a relief when you wake up and realize
that was ju st a nightmare. But for many college stu-
dents, test anxiety is a reality. Fortunately. universities
are helping people conquer this problem.
"Academi c support at colleges and universities has
increased dramatically," said Sherry Snyder. coordina-
tor of the academic skills program at the University of
Colorado at Boulder. "More research has been going on
in developmental education in the last 10 or so years. so
there is much mo re information,"
In most cases. say academic counselors, test anxi-
ety is easy to fix because it stems from a lack of basic
study skills.
"What I find a lot of times is that the student is not
very well prepared, and when you reduce that, the anxi-
ety goes with it," Snyder said .
Often , students struggle to make the jump from
doing high schoo l work to becoming more independent
learners at college. Instead of having several chances to
bring up their grade, they usually only have two in col-
lege: midterm and the final. That can be a very real
cause of test anxiety, say counselors.
"Students aren 't accustomed to having so much
of their grade based on one test ," said Robin Dearborn ,
coordinator of the Study Skills Program s at the Univer-
sity of California-Santa Barba ra. "We' re tryi ng to help
them study effec tively so they study the right things and
anticipate the questions."
Alison Mitsuhashi, a studen t counselor at UCS B's
learning center, said she still gets a little test anxiety,
even after several years of taking college exams .
"I'm not a very good test taker," she said. "It's
always the same panic feeling when I go in and sit down:
'Did I study the right stuff? Am I goi ng to be ab le to
remember what I studied?"
As a more mature stude nt, Mitsuhash i now ca n
reassure herself that she knows the mate rial and finish
the test calmly. But that wasn't always the case, she
said.
The difference is in the way she has learned to
study for exams. In the old days, Mitsuhashi said, "Five
min utes before a test, I'd still be cramming:' She would
overload her short-term memory, so all the information
came out scrambled.
Now. when she studies well ahead of time.
Mitsuhashi can pull out information she needs in a
quicker, more organized fashio n.
Early, sustained preparation is also the key to stan-
dardized tests such as the LSAT, GRE or the MCAT,
said Paul Glovinsky, senior research 'psychologist at
Kaplan Ed~cation Center in New York .
"You can't really study everything that is going to
becovered," Glovin sky said . When prepari ng for a stan-
dardized tes t, students have to be shrewd, he said. That
means students must learn to recogni ze what to watch
for and whe n to act on a hunch, even if they aren 't sure
of the answer.
"Some students look at this as an area where they
can excel , like on the sports field," he sa id.
Still, some people who take standardized tests can't
seem to shake their anxiety. Glovin sky sa id relaxati on
techniques such as deep breathing or guided imagery
can be very helpful. They regulate the body 's response
to stress and help people conc entrate better.
He said there in no better cure for test anxiety than
being prepared. "You have to space your practice out
over time to do your best," he said.
For new students who are strugg ling with test anxi-
ety, Mitsuhashi offers some hope. "I didn' t start out with
the best study skills, but it gets better," she sa id. "You
can learn that you cannot walk into a test only having
studied three hours before."
Study ing effect ively can go a long way to reduc-
ing test anxiety. Before a test. try these strategies:
- Concept mapping: Use your lect ure notes to
make a visual diag ram of the relationship between im-
portant ideas that will be on the test. Sometimes they
look like a flow chart. Others use a circle with lines
extend ing out of it.
- Cornell note-taking meth od: Take notes only on
three quarters of the page during class . Then, at horne ,
look at what you wrote and condense the information
into a few important themes, key formulas, problems or
symbols. Th is makes it easier to go back and review for
a test later.
- Rea l-Iife examples: When reading a textbook.
make notes in the margin to help you remember the
material. After each paragraph, list the main ideas, rel-
evant de tails and think of a real-life example of that idea .
-Sample tests: Pair up with a classmate to create
a sample test. Each person makes a list of five to eight
question s that might be on the exam, then switch. Late r,
you can discuss the answers together.
- Avoid cramming: Plan ahead so you don't need
to cram the night before the test. Simply review the
material to assure yo urself you know it, then go to bed.
A good night 's sleep does a lot more good than an all-
night pani c-fe st.
On the day of the exam, here's a few ideas for
reducing test stress :
-To c~lm down before and exam, practice deep
breathing. Take a deep breath and lest it and out three or
four times, before the exam..About halfway through the
test, stop and do this again.
- Imagining a relaxing scene, such waves lapping
at a tropical beach , can also help calm your nerves .
-Beforc you pick up your pencil , try to visualize
yourself takin g the test with con fidence. Then picture
yourself receivin g the score or grade you would like .
- If you can bring a snack, choose something for
quick energy, such as a candy bar or a granola bar.
-At some colleges, students who have severe test
anxiety, along with those who speak English as a sec-
ond language or who are learn ing disabled , are given a
longer amount of time to finish an exam. Your school 's
learning resource center or office for disabled students
should have this information .
~bri5tma5 in rJi
Julie Collins
FeaturesEditor
A brigh t white snowflake hangs
over the town of Bristol. Chri stmas trees
are decorated, the wreaths are up and over
100.000 lights illuminate stores. trees and
[louses. Though only a dusting of snow
has fallen . the holiday season has offi-
cially begun .
The festivities started the weekend
of December 3 and 4, when more than
1200 people from all over Rhode island
gathered in SI. Mary's Church for the 14th
annual Many Moods of Christmas holi-
day concert, presented by the RWU Cho-
rus and the 60-voice Bristol County in-
terfaith Choir.
The selections included Christmas
classics, standards and pops, as well as
the Many Moods ofChristmas traditional
pieces. The RWU chorus. dist ingu ished
by their blue robes with yellow collars,
participated in several pieces . and was
called to center stage to sing the classic.
Christmas Day.
Michael Cu nning ham . Christmas
concert coordinator and student senate
advisor. explained that the second show
held on Sunday was made possible by a
donation from the RWU student senate.
Cunningham also lent his voice as an
RWU alumni and interfaith cho ir mem -
ber.
"Th ere used to be only one concert
and it always sold out." Cunningham said.
"A few years back, senat e was look ing for
a fundra ising project and Joan Roth
(RWU chorale director and director ofthe
Bristol County interfaith choir) was look-
ing to do a second concert so senate made
a contribution ."
Senate pay s for the professional
Many Moods of Christmas 40-p iece or-
chestra for the Saturday show, enabl ing
another 700 people to enjoy the talents of
the combined choruses and orchestra on
Sunday.
"At the beginn ing of the year we put
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Hi ho, Rudolph! MANCHESTERThis unique Santa made a visit to CogEfeshell Farm last weekend during Its Christmas
celebrat ion. Photo courtesy ofthe Bristol Phoenix
,o t a
ristol
thatmoney aside todonate to the concert
committee," said Joanne Amoruso, vice
president of student senate. "We also go
to each ofthe shows to hand out programs
and show people to their seats:'
Following the two-hour Ch ristmas
concert, the crowd trickled from SI.
Mary 's Church down to Hope Street to
witness thegrand illuminationof Bristol.
The main section of Hope was
blocked to traffic starting at 6 p.m.
Bristolians, RWU students and residents
from surrounding towns swarmed the
street, anxiously awaiting the lighting of
giantsnowflakes and trees that line route
114.
Sen ior Dawne Sears , empl oyee of
the Golden Goose said that all businesses
on Hope Street put extra time and thought
into the festivities.
"The Goose was really busy with
lots of fam ilies ," Sears.a Bristol resident
said.
Looking across the crowd . small
children in colo rful winter hats could be
seen bobbing on their parents shoulders
with curious smiles on their faces . The
Mt. Hope High School Chorus lead the
crowd in singing traditional Christmas
carols, lead ing up to the chant of the final
ten-to-one countdown.
The crowd "oohed and ahhed" at
the sight of 100,000 light s beaming over-
head .
"I was really impressed with the
whole production," Amorusosaid. "You
really felt Christmas because it's such a
small community and everyone seemed
so close."
Bristol, home of the oldest Fourth
of July parade in the country, is known
for its holid ay spirit.
'There are on ly two times a year
when Bristol residents all come out and
that is for the Fourth of Jul y parade and
the Chri stmas light ing ," Scars said .
"People from all over come here because
Bristol takes such pride in the Christmas
celebration ."
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Mother of all schedules
Student juggles roles from parenting to politics
Stephen is also very proud of his
mother: "My mom is going to school to
bea lawyer so that one day we can have a
yard as big as my Papa."
Donna's mother, Jeannette Arciero,
said, " I think the thing that makes me the
most proud is that she did it all on her
own . She didn't come out and ask for
anything from her father and me, and that
is what makes me proud."
When Donna talks about her future ,
she is very optimistic . ''The ball is in my
court now-I take care of myself and my
son," Donna said. "Life is on my terms
and I really feel in control of my life. If
Stephen j ust wants to hang out and eat
ice cream all day, my response would be
' what flavor do you wan t?"
Donna and Stephen have a very
close relationship , as do Stephen and his
father.
"When I have a test, Stephen is
great because he understands that if! don 't
do well. it will affect us and he wants me
to succeed." Donna said. "I believe that
if! never had Stephen, I would never have
gone to school, and never tried something
new."
and senators to come and talk to her about
issues that concern both themselve s and
issues that concern the schoo l,"
When Donna was asked of her im-
pression of the regular student of RWU
she said with a laugh, "Well , it certainly
has changed over three years that I have
been here . When I first came here 1 be-
lieved that all the students did was party
and have fun and really didn't understand
why they were here , then as I got more
involved with the student body I saw a lot
more different types of students."
Some might wonder how a six-
year-old boy fits into this lifestyle, but
according to Donna, this is the reason why
she has this lifestyle right now.
"I am going to school for two rea-
sons: one is myself and the other is my
son. Though my education puts sacrafices
on both of us, he learns an irnportant Ies-
son that in order to acquire anything in
life it requires hard work and dedication,"
Donna said.
" In June when I took my LSAT to
ge t into law school, he would wait for the
ma il every day for six weeks to see if the
results had come."
Donna Arciero, student senator and single mom, draws strength from her son, Stephen (inset)
"Senate is
great. I feel I
am very influen-
tial when I open
my mouth,"
Donna said . "I
find that because
my life is so
busy, I really can't put a lot of extra time
into Senate. so I contribute the most when
I am at the meetings; however, I feel like
I am sett ing an example for both the
youn ger and older senators and also the
student body of RWU."
One of her goal s as a student sena-
tor is to create a program for the incom-
ing freshman. "I want to help them un-
derstand exactly what they want to do with
their life, a lot of students just come to
school because it's what their parents want
them to do," Donna said . "My program
will point students in the right direction
and give them the informat ion they need
to obtain their goal ."
Student Senate Pre sident Andy
Wh ite says he think s Donna is a major
asset to the senate. "She is very approach-
abl e and that makes it easy for stud ents
Joanne Amoruso
Contributing Writer
Dedicat ion, inte lligence and the
desire to have a better life: These three
characteristics could describe almost any-
one going off to college. Donna Arciero
is one of the many con tinuing education
stude nts at RWU, but when someone
looks deeper into her life, they will see a
very strong and powe rful individual.
This mother's morning starts off at
4:45 a.m. every day, a time when mos t
college studen ts arc still sleeping . But not
many college students arc like Donna. It's
not often that you find a 30-year-old se-
nior who is in college majoring in ad-
mini stration of ju stice, is raising a
six-and-a-half-year-old son , and is
ac tive in student government. In
fact, she is the first adu lt continui ng
educa tion stude nt to beon the RWU
Stud ent Se nate .
"One day I woke up and saw
my life going nowhere . I actually
stepped out of my body and took a
good look at my life: ' Donna said.
" I sa w my self sell ing a poor ex-
ample for my son who is the most
impo rtant perso n in my life. 1 want
to make a good life for my son and
going to school and gelling my de-
gree is the only way I know how."
Ifsomeone asked Donna to describe
one of her days, they would get exhausted
just listening to her. "I set my alarm for 5
a.m., but I usually wake up before that,"
Arc iero said. " I then drop Stephen (her
son) off at daycare where he takes a bus
to first grade and I head off for school."
On Monday, Wednesday and Fri-
day, Donna has her internship with a
criminal defense trial attorney from 8:30
to 4:00. After her internship on Monday
and Wednesday, she has class from 4:30
to 6 :00, plus a Student Senate meeting at
6:30 on Monday. Tuesday and Thursdays
she has classes from 8 a.m. to 12:30, with
a night class from 7 to 10 p.m.
"Needles s to say, when I finally get
home, 1 have to clean up the mess that
my son and the baby-sitter have left and
then I usually have to co mplete abo ut two
hours of homew ork ," Donna said .
Europe Intersession
May 22 to June 12 1995 Business and Law s~udents ,,/f,ek,:o>mo> Study abroad in LONDON, AMSTERDAM
BRUSSELS, and PARIS -6 Cre d I ts (one business or law course and gen ed seminar)
FOR MORE INFO AND APLICATION FORMS CONTACT:Ferd Schroth in
Business at 254-3206 Tucker Wright in Liberal Arts at 254-3253
Annlication deadline is december 23, 1994
~ POMEGRANATE
SILKSCREENING • GRAPHICS
~40 1 -75 1 -9729
SWEAT SHIRT FACTS:
• AVAILABLE IN THREE WEIGHTS 7 oz. . 9 oz. . 11 oz.
• AVAI LABLEIN 30 COLORS
• HANES, FRUIT OF THELOOM, ONBTA, JERZEES, SCREENSTAR, LEE, AUGUSTA, ANVIL, STEOMAN
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Get a sense of where you are
Work of landscape architect Laurie Olin on display
in exhibit room in RWU's Architecture Building
The works of Laurie Olin, a noted landscape ar-
chitect, are presently displayed in the exhibit room in
the Architecture building. The exhibit, titled "A sense
of where you are," includes sketches, drawings and pho -
tographs from all around the world.
Many architecture majors take a break from the ir
studio projects to examine her work. "Th is exhibit gives
us an idea of what we will bedoi ng when we graduate,"
said Matt Wh ite, fourth yea r architecture major from
Braintree, MA. " It's not j ust blueprints and final draw-
ings, but the ac tual projects."
photos by Kristin McCobb
Live from
New York... Back 2 Bass X
~oshua Mitbell
~tafWiter Check out WQRI's hottest show
Kristin McCobb
Arts & Enl4ll inmenl Editor
"This has helped me reach
my goal to spread the music,"
said Alick (Slick) Letang.
Why is " Sa turd ay Night Live" losi ng it s
livline ss? The show that once had the world laughing
is now celebrating its 20th anniversary with all -time
lows. It's so humor-free that even Wayne and Garth
can see that the show is "not worthy" any more . What
happened? Back in the days when Bill Murray, Billy
Crysta l, John Belushi and Chevy Chas e were runn ing
the show it was the funni est hour and a half on televi-
sion , now it' s ju st bad humor with musical guest s,
Even new perform ers. new writers and a new "Week-
end Update" guy ca n't create humor for the fading
comedy franchise.
Is it because every time you tunc it in all you
can hear is David Spade saying "Huh-bye" in that over-
played "Bastard Airlines" sketch? The or iginality is
deflnately lacking. I miss charac ters like Pat. The
Church Lad y, Hans and Fran, and I even miss Ed
Grimley.
It has gotten so bad that SNL doesn't even have
a good president imitation . Through the years, SNL
Oval Office parodies have defined presidencies . From
Aykroyd 's Nixon to Chase's Ford to Carvey's Bush,
president s have helped put the show on the map. But
with Phil Hartm an gone, the show is Cl ir nonless . Now
all we see is Michael McKeen doing Phil Hartm an
doing Clinton. It's pretty weak . True, people like Mike
Myers, Chris Farley and Adam Sandl er are funny, but
they are too busy investing their time in bogus movies
like "Airheads" or "So I married an Ax Murderer."
Maybe if they were more committed to the show 's sue-
cess, they could generate some half-funny skits. None
the less, just like other franchises it's all about the
money and with movies •.,..e "Wayne' s World 2" who
could go wrong - "Ya Right."
So is it time 1O put the show to rest? Milli ons of
people still tune into SNL on Saturday night but that
is only people like me who enjoy ranking on it Mon-
day morning. If executive producers and SNL ere -
ator, Lome Michaels doesn 't snap out of his "vaclempt
stage," he might have to say "Bub-bye" to his old com-
edy empire.
photo by Kristin McCobb
In the beginning of 1992, WQRI's most popular
show, Back 2 Bass X, was created. Thi s rap, reggae and
R&B show features mu sic ranging from the 1960 's to
the music trends of today.
George Gardener and Tom Puglieli se got the show
off the gro und. Gardener was asked by the on air direc-
tor if he would be interested in start ing a rap program.
At this time, WQRI
did not have a ny
specialty s hows
designated for rap
or reggae . Gardener
also writes poetry
and songs (see page
13).
"I like music
that touche s people
in intellectual ways," said junior Alick (Slick) Letang, a
DI on Back 2 Bass X. "This has helped me reach my
goal to spread the music."
Back 2 Bass X plays music that has a strong influ-
ence of the African beat, showing how music has evolved
over time . The show concentrates on the urban side of
the back beat in music .
The DIs also spin their tune s at RWU's Chame-
leon Club. Back 2 Bass X became involved whe n Will
Braggs became a DJ on the show. Braggs, who was
alre ady involved with the Chame leon Club, introduced
the idea of providing entertainment.
"At the Chameleon Club we do whatever it takes
to keep peopl e on the dance floor," said OJ Sam Sameey.
"Last Friday we got a good vibe from the crowd."
When perform ing, they alternate the types of mu-
sic to crea te a variety for the aud iance by alte rnat ing
rap, reggae and house.
During the program on Sundays, it is common for
all the DJs to spend time in the DJ boo th with each other.
"We all have a great time doing it; ' said Gardener.
The Back 2 Bass X DIs not only play the tapes
and CDs, they also mix and make thei r own music. In
the studio next to WQRI you can often catch them doing
everything from scratching on the turn table to Slick
chanting some reggae, one of his favorite s being Shabba
Ranks.
"This is what I grew up with," said Sl ick , who is
from St. Croi x in the
Virgin Islands.
T he Back 2
Bass X DI s learn
from other DIs that
focus on ra p and
reggae. Dice, a DJ
at Providence Co l-
lege exchanges tech-
niques. mus ic and
sometimes arranges for them to get backs tage passes to
concerts.
Most of their listeners came from friend s spread-
ing the word . They even receive calls from Bristol resi-
dents with requests. You can tune into WQRI's Back 2
Bass X every Sunday from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm.
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By Susan Nac,
Creat" wrting major
writing. Eventually she would like to teach creative
writing on a college level.
.-
Elvira used to be nonnal.
That is
until Marge took over.
Marge was not the happy sort
andshe certainly wasn' t all that sad.
And she was not capable of much of anything
but all at the same time
she was not incapable of anything either.
First Marge dyed Elvira's hair black
and her eyes bright red
then she began to say things like
Simon is a good cat.
But I think he's strange.
Look at how he stops running down the hall
and pops up and down in one place .
Where is Elvira
said Marge.
Where did she go.
And where is Marge
thought Marge.
And as the trees began to walk towards her
saluting along the way
Marge looked for Elvira in the sky.
She was not among the clouds
nor was she frolicking with the moon.
In fact
she was nowhere anymore.
Simo n is a good cat said Marge.
Marge lay on a grassy hill in the dark
and looked at the sky.
Simon is talking to me she said.
He is there in the sky.
Simon would like me to send him
a plate of mushrooms and hydrox.
But Simon
said Marge
you wouldn't like the taste.
Believe me
she said
becau se I know.
Oh yes
she said
I know all 10 0 well.
plwto by Krisrin McCobb
"I really like my creative
wr iting tea chers here , Martha
(Christina), Bob (McRoberts)
and Geoff (Clark); ' said Nacey.
"1would like to giveback 10 oth-
ers all the support theyhavegiven
me."
Most of the negativity in
her poems deal with serious is-
sues, not necessarily with herself,
but with the rest of the world.
"I 've come to real ize that every-
thing deal s with everything else," she said. "Every-
thing is connected ." Because people tend to split ev-
erything up and separate it, Nacey attempts to show
how it is all connected.
Nacey is look ing forw ard to taking a workshop
class next semes ter. " It is extremely helpful to get all
types of feedback," Sharing her poems with a class
who may not know her docs not bother her. " I' ve
learned that people's work is not always autobiographi-
cal," she said.
"Writi ng poetry comes from within and 1feel as
though I have a lot to say;' she said. " It is all I want to
d "o.
"Writing poetry comes
from within and I feel as
though I have a lot to
say," said Nacey. "It is all
I want to do."
Creative writing teacher Martha Christina's face
lit up when Susan Nacey told her she wanted to change
her major. "You should be a creative writing major,"
Chri stina encouraged.
That wasall Nacey needed, for she had beenthink-
ing about a creative writing major after taking begin -
ning creative writing her first semester at RWU. "When
she (Christina) said that, it gave me a lot more self con-
fidence," said Nacey.
Confidence is one quality Nacey finds important
for a writer to possess. It is easy for fear to take over
and leave her with an acute case of writer's block. When
this happens, Nacey sits down and forces herself to write.
This brings back some creativity and enables her to over-
come the block.
"You just have to say to yourself, 'Yeah, I can do
this: " she said.
Nacey concentrates
on writing poetry, and
many ofher poems involve
a negative experien ce .
This is easier for her be-
cause it gives her a sense
of cleansing.
"I can 't write about
anything until I've gained
some distance from it," said
Nacey. "So if I can write
about it, I know it's over."
The Caterpillar was written about a negative ex-
perience Nacey encountered . Although it may seem silly,
it is meant to be. The ambiguity is what adds to the
story behind the poem. It is about a friend of Nacey's
who developed a seriou s drug problem and lost her men-
tal stability. Nacey would receive calls from her friend
who would beunder the influence and talk about her cat
for hours.
Nacey is trying to work on some positive poem s,
such as The Sound Of Rain.
A junior from Rochester, N.Y. , Nacey plans to at-
tend gradua te school and rece ive her masters in creative
Kristin McCobb
Arts & Entlllinment Editor
These poems were written by George Gardener, a
sen ior Industrial technology major with a concentration
in construction science. Gardener writes poetry and songs
in his passtime. He is a OJ on RWU's most poprlar pro-
gram, Back 2 Bass X on WQRI every Sunday.
the rush has come to climax
the flow is quite immense
the way the style is flipp ing
leaves the world in such sus-
pense By Susan Nac,Creat" wrting majo r
realization of the nation, signified by the silence
a young brother's life ended in violence
where he got the nine from, nobody really knows
the life signs are red, and now they read zero
the existence of a nubian brother, in a cheese and
cracker town
five-o is always creeping and following him around
the pressure on a brother to survive and maintain
drug selling lungs swelling, places stress upon the
brain
the stress bad built up and then it exploded
as did the brother's head because the nine was
fully loaded
everybody's hustling
no one takes the time
to elevate the mental
and listen to the rhyme
the rhymes that are spoken
displayed relayed
i prefer to be on the dl
and don't like being played
getting played is for people
who are emotionally ignorant
i strive to tell my people
to obtain intelligence
black is the color
transformed into the mind
knowledge of sell
seek and ye shall find
'[he sm ell of hea t like a sauna sits
in the room ana the candle arips like ra in
f lickering tizard -tike
towards two bodies
backs arched and swauinq like
a loon rid ing on waves
ana th e gentle slope of his cheekbone aoncinq In
th e flame makes her <hudaer
ana aig like
a miner m ining for qotd
her fingertips into his back
she hears th e canaie melt inq
feels the sound of hiS name
pouring over her like light
the sound ofher own nam efalling
from his lips like
sun-soakea sana slia inq through
her fingers
but the candle is as ins ignificant as th e moon
ana It is th e sound of their silence
of the sun setting
ana th e warm th of his fingers roll ing over her like
a steam ing scen ted bath.
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Jonathan Duboff
Lt¥lut Editor
Star Trek, America's favorite sci-
ence fiction epic spanning 28 years, 303
episodes. fourtelevision shows andseven
movies. has become a phenomenon of
20th ce ntury popular culture. Created by
Gene Roddenberry in 1964 , the original
series was pioneering in its time with a
multicultural cast and comment on social
issues. The show had television's first in-
terracial kiss and a positive message for
the futureof man.TheOriginal Series was
canceled after three seasons, but in syn-
dication spawned a following of fans .
Locally , signs signalling the start of
a new Star Trek club have been spotted
around campus, along with the popular
Star Trek pinball machine in the student
union. The show isalso rerun incessantly
every evening at 6 p.m. on channel 64 .
The latest film, StarTrek: Genera-
tions. marks the end of the series Star
Trek: The Next Generation. After seven
years of success ST:TNG was canceled,
to the dismay of fans. Also the latest film
features the lastmission of Captain James
Kirk ending with his death.
The story starts in the 23 century
with Kirk , Chekov and Scotty at the
maiden voyage of the Enterprise-B. The
Enterprise goes to the rescue of several
ships caught in a energy ribbon which
destroys one ship while the other is caught
in the wave. Scotty beams 50 survivors
to the En-
terprise, in-
c l u di n g
Guinan and
Dr. Sar an
an evil sci-
entist who
will do any-
thing to get
back in the
Ne xu s .
Kirk is
thought to
be killed
when the
sec tion of
the ship he
is in is
sucked into
space.
Eglxy
years later,
w he n
Pic ard ' s
Enterprise-
Dreceives a
distress sig-
nal from anobservatory, Dr. Saran is there
again trying to get back to the Nexus. Dr.
Saran plans 10 alter the course of the
Nexus so he can jump on, but his plan
threaten s to destroy a solar system and kill
milli ons of people.
Picard and Soran end up in the
Nexus where Picard seeks out Captain
Kirk 's help
to defeat
Soran.
The
film is qu ite
good aside
from s mall
flaws in the
story, but the
spec ia l ef-
fect s will
make up for
it. Including
a roller
coaster ride
crash se-
quence that
will have you
griping the
sides of your
chair. The
mOVIe fo-
c uses on
Kirk and
Picard many
other favor-
ites from the show are hardly in the movie.
One of the aspec ts of the Star Trek
Phenomen a is the message that Gene
Roddenberry tried to send through the
scripts. For example, the Vulcan philoso-
phy of infinite diversity in infinite com-
binations, the optimistic view that in the
future the earth had moved past war, and
has become ad vanced enough to explore
outer space
KevanTavakoli, a senior industrial
technology student, has been a Star Trek
fan since sixth grad e. "Star Trek gives a
glimpse into the future, so I don 't have to
think about it." Tavakoli says the mes-
sage of Star Trek is "try ing to create a
world peace, unity concept, but with vio-
lence"
Star Trek has a lot of stuff: books.
CD-ROMs, board games, clothing and
conventions. Thousandsof Star Trek fans
line up to watch shows, exchange trivia
and buy and sell merchandise. Books on
the show include Mr. Scotts Guide to the
.Enterprise, The Next Generation Techni-
cal Manual and the Star Trek Encyclope-
dia .
The show has even started a lan-
guage, with the KJingon dictionary. Ifyou
need to know how to say four thousand
throats may be cut in one night by a run-
ning man in KJingon easy KASH-takh-
vish wa ram losh shad khoogh SHIJ-Iakh
Ket-bogh lod .
For fans the new movie marksthe
end of an era . The death of Captain Kirk
and the end o f new episodes of the
ST:1NG. The popularity of the series and
the films assures new and old fans that
Star Trek Will live long and prosper.
Star Trek Course explores new universes
Marco Busc"lia
College Press
OLYMPIA, wash-Fifty-two stu -
dents at Evergreen State College are go-
ing where few have gone before.
The college is offering a Star Trek
course, and despite notions of "Vulcan
101" and "Klingon: Friend or Foe?" the
class is hardly the stuff of science-fiction
fluff, says its instructors.
"We're not teach ing Star Trek.
We're teaching variousdisciplines and us-
ing Star-Trek as thebasis for example and
analysis," saysCarrie Margolin, one of the
course's three instructors. "We use seg-
ments from both television series and the
films to make the academic connections:'
The Evergreen catalogue defends
the use of StarTrekas basis forthecourse
by stating that the show "has provided
metaphors for the study of a variety of
important contemporary subjects, includ-
ing anthropology, artificial intel ligence,
space travel, psychology and social de-
velopment "
And while lying the various topic s
togetherseems like anambitious venture,
it is nothingnew forteachers atEvergreen,
where the curriculum is built on a system
of interdisci plinary studies. Students take
one course per quarter, which is broken
down into various modules.
"What comes out in the curriculum
depends on who wants to teach what,"
says Margolin. "We try to find common
topics and then the instructors will come
upwitha plantocreateacourse of study."
"Where No One Has Gone Before,"
the StarTrek class, was born when fac-
ulty member Arge ntina Daley visited
Margolin's office two years ago and no-
ticed her Star Trek poster. "We both real-
ized we has this mutual appreciation for
Star Trek," says Margolin. "From that
point on, we started talking about a way
to tic it into a class ."
111e class is broken down into mod-
ules of Cognitive Psycholog y, Screen
writingandAnimation Culture. Students
in the class spend one day a week view-
ing scenes or episodes that will later be
used as a reference point for material dis-
cussed in class. And while the material
may seem diverse, students in the class
say the use of the science fiction classic
helps then tie it all together.
" I was impressed with how they in-
tegrate the different areas into their teach-
ing," says student Barry Buck. "Star Trek
is the catalyst for the retention of some
very difficult concepts. It helps the ma-
terial we discuss seem very real, not like
just something out of a textbook."
Buck says he's an avid Star Trek
fan, and that he knew he had to take a class
soon as he saw itoffered. "Being a fan of
the series and the movies, I thought I
would be interesting to look a little fur-
therintosome of thematerial ,"Bucksays.
" I' m sure you could take almost any film
or television series and use it as a refer-
ence point for a certaintopic, butthe fact
that Star Trek is science fiction brings the
material to adifferent level. You arecon-
fronted with concepts you don 't think
about in everyday life."
And while the concepts are diverse, Star
Trek is the unifying theme that ties them
all together.
For example, the class has thor-
oughly studied the concept of time , says
Margolin. After discussing "A Brief
History of Time" by Stephen Hawk-
ing, the class used a 1967 TV episode
on time travel as the starting point for
a discussion on time. 'The episode
dealt with the linear structure of time,
which was very consistent to the sci-
entific thinking of that era," says
Margoli n. "Then we jumped ahead 27
year s to a episode of the ' Star Trek:
The Next Generation,' which showed
time as moreof a continuum, which is
clearly another way of thinking today."
In add itio n to text on the Star
Trek material, students are responsible
for a diverse amount of readings on
scie nce fiction. But despite the re-
quired text, the material rarely bores
the students. "This is stuff most of us
reall y enjoy," says Buc k. "Ifanything,
it's that much more interesting."
Sti ll, the thought of a Star Trek
class isn't exactly taken that seriously
outside the college. "I do have to explain
myself a lot of people hear I'm taking
this," says Buck . "But once I explain how
it works to them. they don't give me any
problems. At first , they think that we just
sit there and watch television, but it's a
tough class. There's a lot of material ,"
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Volleyball playoffs
December 14
PWI AM def. Or ioles: 85-62
Andy's Boys def', Sonics: 13 -
64
C HAMPION SHIP: PWIAM .,
dcf, Andy's Boys: 95-65
On Friday, December 16,
the office of intramural
re-creational sports is holding a
sports fest. All students are
encouraged to come test their
skills in floor hockey volleyball
and basketball, Stop by the
intramural office for more
information.
Intramural Sports Fest
West
The first annu al facutly/ staff
vs student volleyball and basketball
games will be held at 6pm and 7pm
of Wednesday, Decemher 14.
Any member of the Facult y,
adm inistrat ion, or stair as well as
any student is invited to participa te
in these eve nts.
Floor Hockey playoff
qualifiers:
East
Co-Ed Soccer: Final
standings
Special Events
Coffee Achievers 8-0
Tink 's Kicks 6-2
Donn a's Team 3-5
Batches 2-6
Sixers 0-8
Faculty/Staff YS. Students
Challenge Night
3 on 3 baske tball Playoff
Results
Areh o Death
Stingers
The Reapers
Plympton
The Rage
Gillary's Whalers
Iron Horse Warriers
Common Pub Devils
G-Force dcf. "One L": 15-3,1 0-15,
15-3
Team Extreme def. Natural Born
Killers: 15-3, 15-3
CHAMPIONS HIP: Team Extreme
def. GeForce : 12-15 , !5-5, 15-5
Standings
FallMen's Rugby
Awards:
Men's Volleyball
The men's season does not
start until January 28.
Schedules
Rest of semester
Wrestling
Finshed until Jan. 10
Female Athlete of the week:
Nicole Burnett, basketball
forward
Nicole had 18 pts. and 5
rebounds to help the Lady
Hawks end their 29 game
losing streak in a 58-45
victory over Nichols
Men's Basketball
Dec.
IS Endicott College 7:00
21 Rhode Island College
@ ProvoCivic Center 6:00
Hockey
Finished until Jan. 17
Women's Basketball
Finished until J an. 10
Most Valuable Player (Back):
TIm Fitzroy
Mo st Val uable Player (For-
ward) : Sean 0 ' Brien
Rook ie of the Year: Garth Storz
Clubman of the Year : Ale x
Klenert
Most Improved Player: Brian
Siowick
Male Athletes of the 'week:
John LaScala, freshman
wrestler
John won all three of his
matches and helped the team
to three victories. He leads
the team with a 12-3 record.
Men's Basketball: 1-5
Captains: Anthony
McLaughlin, Scott Kofoed,
and Dino Verclli
Women 's Basketball: 3-4
Capta ins: len Weber and
Sherry Aceto
Wrestling: 5-2
Captains: Spencer
McCombe, Jaso n McKenna,
and John LaScala
lee Hockey: 5-3
Captains: Jimmy Parr illo and
Rodney Frenette
Scores and Intramurals
Records
Co-captain Rodney Frene tte sup-
ports Ga udreau's efforts , "Sco tt is a hot
goa ltender. We can' t afford to give up
goals."
Senior Sean Ca pizzo. the veteran of
the Hawk 's three goalies, is happy with
the ir defense . "Defensiv ely the tcam
keeps ge tting better and bette r every
game, They 're a good solid defen se,"
Things are really starting to come
together for the Hawks. Head Coach
Don Armstrong comment s, "Ther e 's
good chemistry on the team , We haven 't
hit our real pea k ye t, but it's a very good
season so far,"
One forward to keep an eye on is
rookie Da ve Cu rt is . «He's on fire,"
Parr illo stated .
Frenette ag rees , "Cu rtis had 13
goals in six games . If he keeps it up he
will probably break tea m reco rds ."
Curt is, however, doesn' t take much
of the credit. " I' m having a good year
so far because of everyon e around me.
I've had two hat trick s that helped us win
two big games, but that was mostly due
to my linemates."
Up next for the Hawks are six games
during intersession and then the make
or break semes ter before the play-offs.
Arm strong has co nfidence in his team.
"We're looking forwa rd to next semes-
ter."
Both cap tains admit that January is
the time when the Hawks have fallen
apart in the past, but they have a good
fee ling about this seaso n.
Frenette note s, "I don' t want to see
us falling apart and I don' t think th is
team will ."
Capizzo put it best. "It's a long sea-
son, we need to ju st play together. I
guess it will be up to us."
. '. .slams another two points down,
while moving up the RWU top scorers
list.
Coach Ed Lee, the Hawks arc in shape
and ready to meet the league head on.
Parrillo elaborates: "Prac tice is hell !
Don 't get me wrong, it's tough but it' s
worth it."
Parrillo adds , "because we skate a
lot in practice, we are able to last on the
ice [in a game], We don't get out of
brea th as eas ily. We're also able to hit
more because we are a faster team ."
Pract ice is cha lle nging, but with
good reason from the coaching perspec -
tive. "In orde r for us to be at another
level we have to do all the little things
rig ht ," Coach Lee poin ts out. "This
means blocki ng shots, getting the puck
out of the zone, de fense men mo ving it
up, defensemen not getting caught up .
It 's j ust all the little basic stuff that will
lead them to victories and to playing real
good hockey."
Lee adds , " I've seen a lot of good
stuff and I've seen some stuff we need
to work on. The defensemen have to
work on some things and we 've got to
shoot the puck lower."
despite the difficulties in some ar-
eas, Lee is happy with the progre ss of
the team . "They have played pretty well
so far."
Goalie Scott Gaudreau is new to the
team this year and has first hand knowl-
edge of the progress Coach Lee talked
about. " I played in the first game of the
season at Framingham. It was very dis-
appointing for me because it was my first
college game."
Since that night , Gaudreau has had
some positi ve game experiences. "I am
feel ing a lot more co nfident in the net ."
Continuedfrom back page
Tony goes up for the shot and•. •
Hawks playing solid hockey
Photos by G illian Flynn
Over a dozen family members and friends of Tony McLau ghlin trave led
to watch him play against the U.S Coast Guard, where Tony sco red his IOOOth
point. McLaughlin entered the RWU record book, scoring the IOOOth point of his
career, something only 15 other players have done before him . Last season, Tim
Smith was the last to achieved this feat . Tony has yet to rece ive the award which
tradit ionally coincides which such a feat, hut Athletic Director Bill Baird will present
it to him next semester.
McLaughlin ;=====:~~~
scores a grand!
1
. TheHawk'sEye _
December 14
Open season on Birds of Prey
\10 1 '. 0 The Hawk' s Eye _
~~~~~~~=========:RWUwomen's
rugby is here
"We lack communication
and we're averaging 30
tum overs a game ,
Hopefully we can start to
play up to our potential
and establish a 3-5 record
by Christmas break. "
co-captain
- Tony McLaughlin
Men's basketball
College. Unfortunately, the sopho-
more guard 's 8 three-pointers and solid
defense was not eno ugh. The men lost
and fell to 0-4 for the seaso n.
A win aga inst Emerson College
finally broke the ice for the men b-
bailers. Brian Fleming ' s sharp-eye
shoo ti ng and sop homore James
Killoran's tough rebounding and inside
play propelled the Hawks to their first
victory. Although the win defin itely
boosted the team's confidence, they
still were unable
to get it going
aga inst
Fitchburg State
Coll ege , their
next opponent.
The team
played tough
but they were
unable to finish
big down the
stretch and lost
by 10.
The Men
seem to be
meshing to-
gether more and
mo re ea ch
game . Once
the y get more
adapted to the
college game and to each other's style
of play, they should be very competi-
tive. They play RIC at the Providence
Civic Center , Decem ber 21st at 7:30.
Come tum up the intensity and help
the Hawks get their season started in
the right directi on !
.. We lack communica tio n and
we're averaging 30 turn overs a
game," said McLaughlin. "Hopefully
we can start to play up to our poten-
tial and estab lish a 3-5 rec ord by
Christmas break."
After Coast Guard , Connecticut
College was the next team to try to
make the Hawks extinct. The men got
beat by 20 hut
drastically im-
proved from their
dismal opener. In-
experience and
poor rebounding
contributed to the
Men's loss.
The second
home game of the
season was against
Suffolk University,
After staying
strong and keeping
it cl ose the entire
half, the men col-
lapsed in the sec-
ond half and lost
by 20 again. The
Hawks lacked a
Floor leader and the
team's overall chemistry was just not
present. To put it bluntly, the only real
splas h of sunshi ne was the decent
crowd turnout and the Dance Team's
funky half-t ime show.
Brian Flem ing had a career night
in the men 's game against Nich ols
Continuedfrom back page
the world, but has never really caught
on in the U.S., even though we do have
a national team.
The women's team will begin play
in the spring of 1995 (next semester) and
there is still a chance to s ign up. The
team will be coached by former RWU
hawk Dave LaFlame, whom graduated
in 1990. He initiated the men's team
whil e he was a student here and has been
a huge influen ce with the women at the
few practices that they have had. Dave
volunteered to help the women's team
because he wants to promote Rugby
throughout New England . Sophomore
Becky Wininger says "the coach is re-
ally dedicated to gelling us up to par by
making the game fun, even though he
does work us hard."
Senior Laura Frechette decided,
along with the other players , that the
women at Roger Williams should have
no fears about coming out playing. She
says that not e veryo ne has to play com-
petitively, but they should come out any-
way to get so me experience and to stay
in shape.
From what I saw at the practices ,
there is a great deal of promise for the
future of the women's team. As long as
they stick to the fundamentals and "play
good, hard, smart rugby," as men's coach
Trainor always says, they should have
no problem dominating the women's cir-
cuit of rugby clubs.
The men 's rugby club may have
some competitio n out there next semes-
ter. and it's not from a new RWU foot-
ball team (whieh would be nice) or a
rugby team at another co llege. The
wome n at Roger William s. led by senior
Laura Frechette. have formed a rugby
tcarn of their own that has been recog-
nized by the Athleti c Department. In
addition. they have been granted insur-
ance by the Student Senate and will re-
ceive funding.
To the surprise of many (including
this mens rugby player), there has been
an incredible turnout for practice by the
women of the university. The women
numbered almost thirty for each prac-
tice. nearly doubling the men 's team .
What they may he lacking in skills, they
makeupforwiththeirdesire to learn the
game. Sophomore Amy Sidelinger loves
to compe te and says this about her fel-
low players: "We 're all starting out to-
gether and tryingto helpeach otherwork
out the troubles adjusting to the physi-
cal style of play."
The game of rugby may look cha-
otic and haphazard. but it's really a pre-
c ise game of strategic passin g and in-
credible agility, where all fifteen play-
ers need to heat the peak oftheir physi-
cal condition. Rugby is played around
Alex Klenert
Staff Writer
TONIGHT TAKE A STUDY BREAK-
COFFEEHOUSE IN THAT PLACE
WITh KeVIn Doyle ana hls qUITaR
ana hIS STORIes
HIS Bana haa a TOp tnanacen, They weRe
cLzmBInq In The chaRTs, ana Then someThInq
happenea....
Weonesoay, DeCemBeR 14Th, 9-10 PM
19December14
It's not j ust team motivat ion that
inspires Jimmy to slam a player, thought.
"I like to go out and bury som eo ne," he
admitted.
While each captain has a slightly .
different view of their role, they CQITi~
plimenl each other well and have much-
in common. ...•.- . ' ,
Both arc aim ing at the playoffs this "' . '
season. _TIley believe the team ca n go · '
all the way. ' "" ~.
Rod ney has set his sites especi~lIy­
high this yea r and with good reason. If'
the three yea rs he has skat ed for the
Hawks, the play-offs have been ju st ou t
of reach. ~
" I wi ll definitely miss hockey.after
this season is over:' he shared. "Th at's
why I want it [the playoffs] so bad." .:
With a talented team and plenty of
de term inati on, these two captains have"
begun to lead the Hawks on the road 't\F
the play-offs and possibly the ch;U;,pV:"
onships. ,..
getting."
'T m more confident on the ice
now," Rodney remarked . "D uring my
try -outs fres hman yea r, I W;l S really ncr -
vous. I took a hit and d islocated my
shoulder before the season even started."
"My scor ing was low that year," he
added. "But since thcn my points hav e
j umped ."
{ "He's a very good pla yer," Curti s
remarked.
Gaudreau added , " I' ve played
against Rodney before . He ', a very good
shot. It's acc urate ,"
At the end of last season Rodney
had ea rned 61 ca reer points after three
seasons with 'the Hawks. Jimmy 's not
far behind with 54 point s after only two
seasons.
In fact , Rod ney and Jimmy were
separated by one point in the standings
last season and arc running neck and
neck so far this season.
Don 't get the wrong idea though.
It' s just a friendly competition between
them. They are
m or e focused
on playing as a .
team.
"As c<JP -
ta ins, we need
to set exam ples
as a te am ,"
Rod ney sta ted.
"It's irn-
porta nt to see
the captai ns
doing I 1091.,"
added Jimmy.
Ca p rz z o
po inted o ut ,
"They a rc a l-
ways willing to
give a little ex -
tra ,"
"The ca p-
tai ns run th e
team very we ll
and are mature about it:' Gaudreau
noted. "They act more as representatives
between the coac hes and the players."
" We sho uld he the firs t ones the
guys go 10 with suggestions or com-
plaints," added Rodney.
Jimmy sees the captains role from
a slightly different angle. "As a captai n.
I need to keep the team moti vated. I see
myself as a spa rk to get the guys going .
I try to do something like hit them Ithe
opponen t). The guys will sec it and it
gets the m goi ng."
"It's no surprise
that Rodney and
Jimmy are liked as
captains. Both have
had a lifetime of
experience playing
hockey and kno w
what it takes to be
part ofa team. "
he said laughingly.
Both captains agree that part of the
resistance they felt may have been duc to
the fact that the Hawks are such a new
team this year. "They didn't know us
yet," stated Rodney.
Along with this new team comes an
entirely new atm osphere on the ice . " I' m
enjoying bein g captain with these guys.
I like the fact that there arc so many dif-
ferent personalities. I can be more per-
sonal with the team ," Jimm y noted .
Senior goal ie, Sean Capizzo, empha-
sized the relationship Rod ney and Jimmy
have with the team . "T hey' re great cap-
tains and great guys to have around .
They' re personable."
"Th ey don't think they 're above us,"
added sophomore goalie, Scott Gaudreau.
It's no surprise th at Rodney and
Jimmy are liked as captains. Both have
had a life time of ex pe rience playi ng
hock ey and
k now wha t it
takes to be part
of a team and for
that team to be
successful.
'They know
their hocke y,"
Capi zzo stated.
"I s ta rted
playing hockey
whe n 1 was
three , It wasn 't
my choice . My
da d thou ght it
wa s a good
idea:' reca lled
Jimmy. " I didn 't
like it at first, but
by the time I was
five, I liked it a
lot."
" I' ve been
playing since I was five," Rodney noted.
"I can' t put it into words what the sport
has meant for me. I don 't know. I just
love playing it."
Jimmy added, "For me, the best part
of hoc key is the friendships. Through
hockey I' ve made a lot of friends and
have go tten to meet new people . You
build a lot of good friend ship s playing
hockey, I still sec guys I played with when
I was litt le."
In addi tion to personal satisfact ion,
both Rodn ey and Ji mmy have accom-
plis hme nts they can be proud of. In his
first season with the Hawk s after trans-
ferr ing from the Community College of
Rhode Island, Jimmy was presen ted with
the team 's "Unsung Hero Award ." "It
was great I was definitely happy about
it," Jimmy reca lled. " For me it was 3 .
perfect ending to a good yea r."
In hi s final year of the midgets-
hockey age group, ~hen he was 17-yea rs-
old , Rodney had what many would con-
sider thc rush of 3 lifetime. He remem-
bered , "My team had made it to the na-
tional championshi ps. We were tied and
I scored the winni ng goal in overtime ."
" It was pretty cool," he added mod -
estly.
Even after years of playing, bo th
captains agree thai college has improv ed
their skills. Jimmy stressed, "playing
with Jimmy when we were younge r and
play ing with him again, l can see that he
has improved so much in the past four or
five years. He deserves the credit he's
Continued fro",- back page
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Team Scores:
L 53-63 vs. UMass-Bos ton
L 52-63 vs. Salve Regina
L 41-74 vs. R.Le.
W 58-45 vs. Nichols College
W 64-50 vs. Pine Manor College
L 43-48 vs. Simmons Co llege
W 56- 53 vs. Endicott College
finis hed with 1,539 yards on 198 car-
ries. had 100 fewer attemp ts than Sa-
laam, but average d 7.8 ya rds a ca rry
against Sal aam's 6.9 a carry.
Collins orchest rated the undefeated
Lion offense by picking defenses apa rt
as the nat ions 's top -rated quarte rback .
Against Ohio State, he completed 19 of
23 for 265 yard s and two touchdowns.
With Penn State at the top of the lis t,
these two players de served their places
on the Heisman list.
Roun ding out the top ten were Ala-
bama quarterback Jay Barker (5t h), Mi-
ami defensive tack le Warre n Sapp (6th),
Georgia quarterback Eric Zeier (7th ),
Ne bra ska ru nn ing back Lawrence
Phi llips (8th; also broke Thurman Tho-
mas ' sophomore B ig Eight running
record), Washington running back Na-
poleon Kaufman (9th), and Neb raska
offensive lineman Zac h Wiegert ( 10th).
of the team leaders include sophomores
Christy Kiriacopoulos and Melanie
Hendspee , who are averaging 10 points
a game. Junior Nic ole Burnett and
freshman Marissa Carr are averaging
8 points a game.
The team has improved greatly
since thei r first game. The women are
working as a team , have become more
intense, and more motivated to win ,
Scoring and rebounding has also in-
creased throughout the season.
The thing hurting the Hawks the
'!lost at this point is turnovers. whi ch
have numbered over 20 a game . Coach
Bruckshaw would like to see that num -
ber decreased to around 12.
An interest ing aspect of the team
is that they don't really run any special
plays . Instead they focus on move-
ment. and ' free lan ce work . Defen-
sively they play mostly man to man.
Next semester, the toughest oppo-
nents forthe Lady Hawks will be Anna
Maria, Sa lve Regina. and Regis.
But if the Lady Hawks can keep
thei r intensity and spir it a live, they
should come together and have a de -
ce nt season.
The Hawk's Eye
Interested in
SPOKlS
Writing?
.Stop by the HAWK'S EYE office any
\ Monday, Wednesday, or Friday be-
'.. tween 11 a.m.- noon or call 254-3229.
Thi s yea r's Lad y Hawks basket-
ball team is off ,to a much improved
start from last year, co mpiling a 3-4
record so far. Last year the Lady
Hawks failed to win a single game,
going 0-23 overall .
Coach Bruckshaw sees the team
finish ing in fourth pla ce or higher in
the conference, which, no matter how
you look at it, is a long way from last.
Although they have a losing record,
both coaches are still pleased with the
team 's improvement since the firs t
game.
The Lady Hawks started the sea-
son out with three straight losses , then
managed to put things together and
win three of their next four. . It was'
almost four straight victories, but the
team suffered a tough 48-43 loss to
Simmons.
As the season goes on, the deter-
mination and intensity of the players
co ntinues to grow. Team suppo rt and
unity seem to be the unde rly ing
themes the team is addressi ng, and
sophomore co-captain Jen n Weber is
one of the team leaders in that depart-
me nt. " She is awesom e, " says
Melanic Hendsbcc of Weber 's attitude
and perfonnancc.
'The team isn't made up of one
star. Instead we have a bunch of good
shooters and no ball hogs," says Sue
Pasq ual and Ann Marie Mora n. Some
Continued from back page
Amanda Negri
Staff Writer
Sallam captures Reisman;
McNair finishes third
Not only has he set Colorado sea-
son records for rushing yard s and touch-
down s, but he has also broken Sup reme
Court justice Byron White' s 57-year-old
mar k for most points in a season. Sa-
laam was also named the 1994 Walter
Camp Football Player of the Year. Of
the 27 previous Camp Players of the
Year. 22 hav e go ne on to win the
Heisman. With Saturday's selec tio n,
make it 23 of 28.
Penn State's nanonal title hopes and
Rose Bowl bid brought Kijana Carter
and Kerry Coll ins into the Heisman spot-
light. Carter and Collins finis hed sec-
ond and forth, respec tively. in th e
Heisman voting, which marks the firs t
time since 1983 that a team has placed
two players in the top five . Carter, who
c
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Lady Hoopsters break streak Hockey captains look for team
to finally make playoffs
Eye on
Hockey team goes 5-3
So'far, so bad
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Jen Amidon
StaffNiter &
Hockey Correspondent
Leadership of the men's ice hoc key
team seems to have fallen into capable
hands this season. In their final season
at Roger Williams, co-captains Rodney
Frenette and Jimmy Parri llo, have gladly
accepted the title ofcaptain and are look-
ing forward to an exciting team and win-
ning season .
If you had asked these two Rhode
Island skaters how they liked their added
responsibility at the beginning of the sea-
son, they may have thrown their sticks
up in frustration. "It seemed like they
didn 't listen to us," recalled Rodney, and
Environmental Engineering major from
Burrellville.
Jimmy, a B usine ss: major from
Sc ituate, remembered, 'The first coup le
of weeks were not what I expected. They
said I was more of a camp counselor than
a captain.
"But it didn ' t take long for thing s to
click," Jimmy emphasized. "Right now
I have control. I'm not sure 1 had it in
the beginning, but I like to think I did ,"
See 'Captains ', pg. 15
Hockey team in good
hands with Parrillo
and Frenette
INSIDE:
Hockey
Men 's and Women 's
Basketball
Intramural Standings
Winter Scheds
Jun ior Fo rward Dana Wh itely waits fo r a rebound in Saturday'
loss to Fitchburg State.
The Hawk skaters are off to a solid
start this season in their quest for the
play-offs. With a present record of 5-3 ,
the team is temporari ly satisfied with
what they 've accomplished. Of course,
complete satisfaction won't come until
they've reached the play-offs.
Bill Baird, RogerWilliamsAthletic
Director, wasn't joking whe n he said
earlier this year that, "we have a very
good team . They play a good brand of
hard-nosed hockey."
Hardly a game goes by without the
Hawks sending a few of their opponents
to the bench dazed and confused, not to
mention a lot more bruised than when
they took to the ice at the start of the
game .
Needless to say, this year's team is
more aggressive. "The league we play
in is very physical," co-captain Jimmy
Parrillo points out. "Our team is smaller
than the other teams so we need to be
aggressive."
Under the superv ision of Assistant
See 'Hock£y', pg. 18
The Intram ural Floor Hockey playoffs are coming. Next semester Gillary's
Whalers, the Iron Horse Warriors, the Rage, Common Pub Devils, Plympton,
Archo Death, the Reapers, and the Stingers will battle it out for chance to be
Floor Hockey kings! Stay tuned. . .
A vibrating thud echoes through the
rink as an opponent is slam med into the.
boards.
The crowd shouts and pounds on the
glass.
A few seconds later the opposing
team takes a chance.
Shot. ..Save !
The rebound is stolen and the puck
is rushed back up the icc .
Racing across the blue line, they
steal a shot.
Save!
The rebound is reco vered.
Another shot. . .Score !
The cheers are deafening as the
crowd celebrates another goal.
No, this is oot a play by play of a
Rangers game being rerun. It's just a
glimpse of the action that has been hap-
pening ev ery week at the Portsmouth
Abbey.
What can be said? The Birds of
Prey have been getting preyed on. Open-
ing the season against the U. S. Coast
Guard Academy, the me n fell 106-73.
Serious rebounding problems and incon-
sis tent free -throw shooting led to the
team's defeat.
One brig ht spot of the game was that
senior captain Tony McL aughlin scored
the 1000th poi nt of his care er. Aside
from Mcl.aughli n's tremendous feat, the
Hawks are 1-5, and diligently strug gling
to reestablish theirpreseason high hopes.
So what's their problem ?
See 'Open', page 17
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The re we re a number of
Heisman Trophy candidates in col-
lege footbal this year, but itwas very
rare for a player from an all-black
school to be con -
Co lwnn side red for co l-
lege foo tball' s
most prest igiou
award.
This yearthingsweredifferent.
Alcorn State's quarterback Steve
McNai r was the first legitimate
HeismanTrophy candidate froman
all-black school since Grambling's
Doug Williams in 1978.
McNair. a senior. produced
some major NFL-typ e statistics .
For example , against Southern he
hada typical "Steve McNairharne."
He threw 5 tou chdowns for 587
yards and replaced TyDetm er as the
all-time NCAA total yardage leader.
The only hes itation on behalf
of the Heisman voters was that
McNarr played Division l-AA foot-
ball; his jersey says Alcorn Slate, not
Penn State . Because McNair threw
touchdowns each week against 1-
AA teams. some felt he sho uld not
be considered for the trophy. But if
these same critics would", e picked
up ao NFL record book they wou ld
see two names at the top of many
lists who came from a similar col-
lege background: Walter Payton
and Jerry Rice. Payton came out of
Jackson State and Rice out of Mis-
sissippi Valley State . Those schools
are in the Southern Athletic Confer-
ence, which also includes Alcorn
State. Oh, one more name- that lo-
cal kid. What's his name again'! Oh
yeah, Ben Coates: Livingston State
College. See in these cases. it's not
where you 're from, it's how you
perform. and McNair throws better
than anyone in the nation.
McNai r's numbe rs were
difin itely impressive at Al corn
State, hut Colorado's junior tailback
Rashaan Sa llam, who won the
Heisman this past Saturday, had an
exceptional season against an en-
tirely different level of competition.
Sailam, who led the nation in
rushing, scoring, and all -purpose
yardage, averaged 6.9 yards per
carry and gained 2,055 ya rds in
helping to lead the Colorado Buffa-
loes to a number 5 ran king, 10- 1
record, and a Fiesta Bowl bid.
Joshua Mitchell
Staff Writer
See 'Sa/lam ', pg. 19
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